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ANGOLD’S ARRIVAL

ARTICLE

Mr. Adrian Rothwell, Angold’s Chairman and CEO, visited Chile on 

vacation shortly after the social unrest in November 2019. He 

was in Santiago during the protests and although he did not say 

whether he joined the marches, he did say that he inhaled tear 

gas. He recalls, “I accidentally learned quite a bit about Chilean 

politics, although that was not the purpose of my trip.” “Mining 

has enabled Chile to acquire its wealth rapidly, and I believe 

that this will not be affected at all by the constitutional process. 

The changes driven by society are necessary in Chile, and our 

company sees social improvements as positive developments. 

Chile continues to be a good country for business.” 

Adrian Rothwell, the company’s Chairman and CEO, describes why Angold became interested in Maricunga. He discusses the 
outlook for the gold market and company’s exploration plans for this year, as it recently began its first exploration campaign 
in Chile in mid-January. 

Panoramic view of Angold’s Dorado property

THE GOLD MARKET AND CHILE’S PROSPECTS

Until last December, Angold had the Iron Butte project in Nevada, 

USA and the Uchi project in Ontario, Canada. It then completed 

the purchase of Federal Gold giving it full ownership of the Dorado 

and Cordillera projects in the Maricunga belt in the Third Region. 

Mr. Rothwell explained that regardless of any social unrest that 

may occur in the country after it overcomes the pandemic, the 

company will maintain a long-term interest in these projects. 

“The gold exploration industry is cyclical. At the end of the day 

it all comes down to economics. The previous owners left the 
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Location of Dorado and Cordillera in the Maricunga Belt

property because they were unable to secure capital, but that 

was in 2010. Today the gold price is very different.” 

It is precisely this moment in the gold cycle when it appears 

particularly favorable, despite political and pandemic-related 

uncertainties. “Although forecasting is difficult, I am confident 

that gold will return to US$2,000 per ounce. Our business 

decisions are based on the current gold price, which is not far 

off that figure actually, and these projects have relatively low 

grades between 0.5 and 1 g/t Au, so they only make sense at 

current prices. If the price were to fall below US$1,300, obviously 

this would affect our subsequent decisions, but these are more 

dependent on the capital markets. If gold were to fall below 

those prices, exploration capital would dry up, but I don’t think 

that is going to happen.” 

Delving into the outlook for the gold price, Mr. Rothwell believes 

that despite the reductions in global uncertainty brought about 

by both the government of U.S. President Joe Biden and global 

vaccination campaigns, “it is difficult for the U.S. to step on the 

gas with huge economic stimulus packages, because that would 

Chile continues to be a good 
country for business

MR. ADRIAN ROTHWELL, ANGOLD’S CHAIRMAN AND CEO

be a disaster for the economy. There will be an emphasis on 

infrastructure, unemployment benefits and social assistance, 

and I believe that all of these will be very good for the gold 

price.”

ANGOLD’S CHALLENGES AS A PUBLIC COMPANY.

Mr. Rothwell described what clearly attracted him to the Federal 

Gold properties now in Angold’s control. “The Maricunga Belt 

is an old mining district in Chile and is well known around the 

world as an interesting area. The properties we acquired were 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Angold’s exploration that began last January. 

previously explored by Santa Fe Pacific in the 1990s and then by 

Capella Resources in the mid-2000s. Their results warrant further 

exploration.” 

Mr. Rothwell said that the first exploration targets will be focused 

on the Lajitas de Dorado resource and adjacent lands that the 

company acquired based on geophysical studies of the area. 

“Even though the old property has the core deposit, we want to 

explore further afield.” 

Angold launched an exploration campaign in mid-January that 

includes 10 drill holes, each 500m deep, in order to identify 

mineralization beyond the historically recorded resources, to 

confirm historical intersections and to verify the extent at depth. 

“But we are not going to focus exploration only on Lajitas, we 

are also going to drill in Cordillera to define the targets for the 

next exploration season.” Phase one exploration at Lajitas will 

continue until mid-March, according to Mr. Rothwell and, “weather 

permitting, we plan to drill the Lajitas Sur target, but for now that 

is planned for phase two in September.” 

The exploration challenges at Lajitas focus on water management 

and operating at 4,000 meters above sea level, rather than the 

problems brought about by the pandemic. Mr. Rothwell reports 

that they have field technologies that reuse and recycle water. 

“COVID-19 presents us with challenges, but we have strict 

protocols in place. The teams work in bubbles, which means 

the same people always work together, and we test everyone 

regularly before they go into the field. It’s true that the pandemic 

has reduced the pace of operations, but we’re prepared for that.” 

Angold went public on the TSXV stock exchange in late December, 

which provided Mr. Rothwell with “access to capital, to funds that 

will assist us to execute our plans. After the Dorado exploration 

results are received, we will be able to move forward and build a 

long-term presence at Maricunga.” 

COVID-19 presents us with challenges, 
but we have strict protocols in place

MR. ADRIAN ROTHWELL, ANGOLD’S CHAIRMAN AND CEO
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IMAGO: 
VISIONS OF THE FUTURE

ARTICLE

Mr. Federico Arboleda is the founder of Imago and he had one 

of those revelations that define the beginning of a career. Why 

not improve how exploratory core samples photographs are 

used instead as simply supporting data? After all, handling and 

recording core samples can be difficult, they are expensive to 

transport, and they require preservation conditions that can be 

cumbersome. “A project can change hands, or a sample library 

can be destroyed. At Imago we decided to improve how they 

are used, to take those pictures and deliver them to the end 

customer. Our goal is to extract value from these images.” 

Everything starts with how they are captured. Not just any image 

will do. Mr. Arboleda explained, “Initially, we planned to use any 

available image, even from the web. But their quality was very 

irregular. Imago has to control the capture device, to ensure that 

the photos are good enough.” The next step in the Imago chain 

is cataloging and creating a cloud directory that is accessible 

remotely. Then, it connects this data with the user’s geological or 

mining applications, in order to effectively learn from the image. 

Mr. Arboleda said, “But you cannot learn anything from an image, 

if the first three steps have not been completed first.” 

IMAGO IN THE FIELD

Mr. Arboleda explained that field work is complex, and 

photographing drill core samples is not usually a priority 

among a geologist’s many tasks. Therefore, Imago establishes 

the conditions that guarantee that there are no gaps or 

repetitions in their images. Mr. Arboleda said, “Imago controls 

the camera parameters in order to take homologous images, 

which completely eliminate capturing errors.” The image is then 

synchronized with the Imago cloud, and is ready to be viewed with 

a browser. Mr. Arboleda described how data management using 

new tools seems extravagant to those who are used to old tools. 

He said, “It’s like a Facebook of images. Another technological 

difference is that it functions like a database. When I worked at 

Acquire, I had to convince professionals in the field to switch to 

Imago signed an agreement with Acquire in early November 2020 that adds Acquire to Imago’s long list of technology partners, 
which includes Leapfrog, GIM and ArcGIS. Who is Imago and what does it do? 

A simple capture device improves the quality of images taken in the field with the 
sample inside and the camera pointing downwards. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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SQL when they didn’t see the point as they were used to working 

in Excel.” 

“Today I have the same problem. The images stored on a hard 

drive are nothing like the pyramid of images that Imago 

generates, which is more like Google Earth, where the resolution 

adjusts as you zoom in on the detail. These images contain 

metadata, so they can be integrated and analyzed in a way that is 

impossible by simply looking at photos in a folder on a computer. 

It is difficult to understand the profound paradigm shift that this 

implies,” said Mr. Arboleda. He explained that Imago images can 

be captured using very simple, almost handmade facilities, with 

3D printed parts that are easy to assemble in the field, or with 

more complex facilities, such as a shot rig. 

IMAGO’S VIEW OF THE FUTURE

Mr. Arboleda described the developments that Imago is currently 

pursuing and added, “Our ultimate goal is to use machine 

learning to interpret each image.” His words are reminiscent of 

the desire shared by Jean-Philippe Paiement in a previous edition 

of Chile Explore, when he commented that “my dream is to be in 

a core shack where geologists wear augmented reality glasses 

that place a hyperspectral data layer over what they are seeing.” 

Imago hasn’t achieved that goal yet, but it’s heading in that 

direction. “We can segment the sulfides in an image, and we 

already have a system that recognizes fractures in core samples, 

by boxes and by meters. We can recognize olivine, a key mineral 

in diamond exploration. We have completed mineral control 

projects. We can recognize quartz veins and  fluorescences 

revealed by ultraviolet light. One of the things that often causes 

confusion about machine learning is that people believe that it 

can be used by everything, but this is not true. It is a toolbox that 

Imago controls the camera parameters 
to capture homologous images. 

MR. FEDERICO ARBOLEDA, IMAGO FOUNDER 

A more sophisticated shot rig ensures that core samples can be aligned for recording with any camera or smartphone

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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can be used to get an answer.” 

Imago integrates the results produced by several tools, from 

capturing to extracting information from images, “without 

Our goal is to extract value 
from these images.

MR. FEDERICO ARBOLEDA, IMAGO FOUNDER

Imago highlights in red the sulphidation in a core sample image and Imago images that are integrated into Leapfrog can correlate exploration models with these core 
sample images. 

requiring several applications to clean the data and train the 

algorithm to recognize what it is seeing. Imago allows you to 

operationalize machine learning on a daily basis.” 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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ARTICLE

Objectivity has produced DRX. This algorithm has a very simple mission that is explained by the company’s Chairman, Andrew 
Dasys. “It does not tell your customers where to drill, but when to stop, in order to maximize exploration efficiency during the 
most expensive stage of project development, which is called the “valley of death”. 

Objectivity’s story began under the wing of another company, 

MIRARCO, where Objectivity’s Chairman, Andrew Dasys, was 

developing mining visualization technology. 

GoldCorp was a MIRARCO customer, which was led by Canadian 

businessman Rob McEwen at that time. During a visualization 

demo session, Mr. McEwen made a comment that inspired Mr. 

Dasys to found Objectivity. “If someone could show me how 

exploration expenditure affects my company’s share price, I 

might see that expenditure as an investment.” 

The idea of treating exploration as an investment led to DRX. 

OBJECTIVITY, DRX AND A PROJECT’S VALUE CREATION CYCLE 

The life cycle of a mining project begins with using geo-science 

to identify the existence and characteristics of a resource. This 

is followed by a technical and business phase where the inferred 

resources become indicated resources. Then the pre-feasibility 

and feasibility phases that lead to investment and to starting 

work on site. 

DRX becomes important during the second stage of this cycle, 

when a project already has a preliminary economic assessment 

A TECHNOLOGY FOR LEAVING 
THE VALLEY OF DEATH

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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(PEA). Mr. Dasys explained, “When someone has identified an 

exploration target, I believe with sufficient confidence that 

Objectivity can indicate the value of that volume. It’s very 

different from the early stages of exploration.” He explained how 

Objectivity’s DRX algorithm can make a difference at this critical 

stage.

“An investment curve illustrates how each project requires large 

initial investment after the discovery, and then another large 

investment when the mine is close to beginning production. In 

between there is a fall in investment, which is called ‘the valley 

of death’. It arrives when a project is being explored and its 

economic, geological and engineering studies are in progress. 

Our proposal is to reduce exploration risks during this stage, in 

order to leave the ‘valley of death’ as quickly as possible.” 

Project exploration during this stage becomes more intensive 

than simply drilling, so it no longer creates that initial enthusiasm 

in investors. As a result, campaigns become more intensive 

during this stage of a project’s life, and exploration expenditure 

increases. Mr. Dasys clarified, “Our algorithm maximizes 

conversion efficiency. It indicates with certainty how many cubic 

meters contain resources for every meter drilled at a property.” 

Summary: DRX is a tool that reduces costs and maximizes the 

Phase 2 exploration plan for the northern section of Curipamba proposed by Objectivity to Adventus

Our algorithm maximizes conversion 
efficiency. It indicates with certainty how 

many cubic meters contain resources 
for every meter drilled at a property.

MR. ANDREW DASYS, CHAIRMAN OF OBJECTIVITY

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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efficiency of an exploration campaign by discarding sites that 

contain little value. 

AN IMPORTANT DIFFERENCE

Mr. Dasys said, “There is a 90% chance that using DRX will 

improve conversion numbers by at least 25%. We start with geo-

statistics, the deposit geology, and the project’s physical, legal 

and environmental constraints.” “We input all those constraints 

into the algorithm and produce a drilling plan.”

According to Mr. Dasys, Objectivity was used at the El Peñón 

mine in the Second Region, which is owned by Yamana. It reduced 

drilling by 10% to 40%, as it increased precision. Mr. Dasys added, 

“Reducing drilling not only reduces costs but also saves time, 

which moves resources to reserves at a faster rate and creates 

new opportunities. Drilling is always going to be limited by the 

number of rigs you can deploy in the field, and making each rig 

more efficient allows new targets to be drilled.” “It’s not just a 

matter of the mechanics of where to drill, but where to drill to 

maximize the value of what will be produced.” 

CASE STUDY: CURIPAMBA

In 2018, Objectivity advised Adventus during phase II exploration 

of its Curipamba project in Ecuador. The objective during that 

stage was to describe the northern part of the deposit using 

infill drilling. Objectivity optimized the exploration program 

in a manner that moved it away from the traditional sectional 

exploration model and reduced the number of meters drilled, 

while converting a high percentage of the property’s inferred 

resources to indicated resources. 

Objectivity proposed a model that shortened exploration time 

from 6 to 2 months, which saved over US$500,000 and reduced 

the number of meters drilled from 5,000 to 1,300. 

The biggest impact was a 20% increase in the ore grade when 

comparing the 2018 and 2019 estimates.

Three different models for Curipamba that combine meters drilled with return on investment. The most efficient was provided by Objectivity

Reducing drilling not only reduces 
costs but also saves time, which moves 

resources to reserves at a faster rate.

MR. ANDREW DASYS, CHAIRMAN OF OBJECTIVITY
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NEWS

ARGENTINA

PATAGONIA GOLD BEGINS EXPLORATION AT ITS TORNADO AND 
HURACÁN PROJECTS

Tornado and Huracán projects in Santa Cruz province

The company announced that it has launched its drilling program 

at both properties in Santa Cruz province with a combined 

surface area of 7,900 hectares. The exploration plan includes 

3,500m of RC drilling, which the company expects to confirm that 

mineralization at both Tornado and Huracán are extensions or 

parallel to mineralization at three neighboring mines, San José, 

Huevos Verdes and Cerro Negro. 

The company reported that mineralization at its San Francisco de 

Los Andes project extends to double the depth of its preliminary 

models after intersecting 72m @ 3.47% Cu, 100 g/t Ag and 0.71 g/t 

ARGENTINA

TURMALINA ANNOUNCES MINERALIZATION EXTENSION AT SAN 
FRANCISCO DE LOS ANDES

Au in a drill hole within its exploration campaign. This result was 

found at hole SFDh-039, which intersected multiple mineralized 

intervals to a maximum depth of 450m. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The company reports that analysis from five 

drill holes at the Oculto deposit intersected 

significant gold and silver mineralization at the 

Diablillos project in Salta province. Significant 

results include 15.5m @ 13.7 g/t Ag and 1.85 g/t 

Au, 10m @ 24.4 g/t Ag and 61m @ 105.4 g/t Ag 

and 1.13 g/t Au. The multiple gold and copper 

intersections encountered in one drill hole 

(DDH 20-013, pictured) identified a substantial 

mineralization extension beyond previously 

defined margins. 

Esperanza is a gold-copper project in the Huachi 

district within San Juan province, currently 

owned by Latin Metals. Libero Copper offered 

them an agreement for 70% of the project. 

The offer includes three cash payments during 

2021 and 2022, and also commits Libero to 

finance US$1 million of exploration expenditure. 

Historical drilling at Esperanza found up to 

387m @ 0.78% CuEq (0.57% Cu and 0.27g/t Au) in 

a deposit open in all directions that is still being 

defined. 

ARGENTINA

ABRAPLATA ANNOUNCES NEW GOLD AND SILVER INTERSECTIONS 
AT DIABLILLOS

ARGENTINA

LIBERO COPPER SUBMITS BID FOR THE ESPERANZA PROJECT

Rock sampling sites at the Esperanza project

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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BOLIVIA

ELORO RESOURCES REPORTS NEW INTERSECTIONS AT ITS ISKA 
ISKA PROJECT

Model of Iska Iska targets

The company released the results of recent drilling at this 

property in Potosi department, southern Bolivia. Eloro has 

completed 20 holes so far that total 5,573m, through its subsidiary 

Minera Tupiza. Significant results include 257.5m @ 129.6 g/t AgEq 

The most important results from its recent drilling at the Pero 

target at its Pulacayo silver-lead-zinc project found 14m @ 43 g/t 

Ag, 0.19% Pb and 0.02% Zn, and 25m @ 18 g/t Ag, 0.33% Pb and 0.09% 

Zn. The Pulacayo project is in the La Paz district, and the company 

BOLIVIA

SILVER ELEPHANT CONFIRMS DISCOVERY AT PULACAYO

believes that these results indicate a structural displacement to 

the east of the main Tajo system where the mineralization was 

truncated and slid at least 100m further south. 

(29.53 g/t Ag, 0.078 g/t Au, 1.45%Zn, 0.59%Pb, 0.080% Cu, 0.056% Sn, 

0.0022% In, 0.0064% Bi and 0.0083% Cd) and 121.33m @ 79 g AgEq 

(21.77g/t Ag, 0.034g/t Au, 0.35% Zn, 0.23% Pb, 0.18%Cu, 0.056% Sn, 

0.0011% In, 0.004% Bi and 0.0055% Cd). 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The company announced that surface reconnaissance in the 

Jerimum Meio area, 2.2 km from the main MG deposit, found 0.9m 

@ 35.3 g/t Au, and that analysis of surface samples collected from 

that area during December found 23.7, 42.6, 126.4, 145.8, 162.2 and 

700.2 g/t Au. It also reported its progress exploring Machichie, an 

The company announced the results of the 2020 program from 

its Piaba and Genipapo targets at this property in northwestern 

Brazil. Drilling at the former found 24m @ 5.56 g/t Au, including 

11m @ 9.85 g/t Au, and at the latter 25m @ 1.43 g/t Au and 90m 

BRAZIL

CABRAL GOLD ANNOUNCES RESULTS FROM CUIÚ CUIÚ

BRAZIL

EQUINOX GOLD REPORTS NEW INTERSECTIONS AT AURIZONA

: Map of Cuiú Cuiú showing the location of the JM target and the Machichie discovery

@ 1.41 g/t Au. According to Equinox, 96% of drilling during the 

campaign intersected mineralization in a deposit that has yet to 

reveal its full potential. 

area explored in 2019, where the company then intersected 15.9m 

@ 1.7 g/t Au, including 0.5m @ 21.3 g/t Au. Recent drilling found 

34m @ 5.4 g/t Au. Cuiú Cuiú is located in the Tapajós region of 

northern Brazil. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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The company released the results of trenching at Pedra Branca, 

where it is completing Phase 1 of its exploration program. The 

company has successfully completed 1,826m of its total 5,300m 

BRAZIL

SOUTH ATLANTIC GOLD ANNOUNCES PEDRA BRANCA SUCCESS 
STORY

CHILE

AUSTRAL GOLD EXTENDS MINERALIZATION DEPTH AT AMANCAYA

Details of recent drilling at Pedra Branca

The company announced the results of the first 15 drill holes 

totalling 4,806m from its exploration program at the Amancaya 

mine in the Second Region. Significant results include 1.35m 

@14.65 g/t Au and 50.6 g/t Ag, including 0.44m @ 42.43 g/t Au and 

124 g/t Ag. Also 2.07m @12.13 g/t Au and 57.50 g/t Ag, and 30m @ 

4.04 g/t Au and 7.50 g/t Ag in new mineralization discovered in an 

area with deep breccias. 

plan. Excavation is focused on the Igrejinha target, where RC 

drilling found 3m @ 1.13 g/t Au and 1m @ 5.9 g/t Au. Trenching at 

the same target found 6m @ 7.19 g/t Au and 29m @ 0.73 g/t Au. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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CHILE

LITHIUM CHILE ANNOUNCES RESULTS OF ANALYSIS AT CARMONA

Topography of the Carmona project

CHILE

GOLDHAVEN RESOURCES HIRES DRILLEX CHILE TO EXECUTE 
PHASE 1 OF ITS EXPLORATION PROGRAM

The Canadian company is preparing the Rio Loa project site for 

the first phase of its 2021 campaign, where it plans to complete 

5,000m of drilling within 5 to 6 weeks. The Drillex team is led 

by Jimmy Toller in partnership with William Ricciardi of Titeline 

Drilling and Nigel Smith and Ryan Wall of Exploration Drill Masters. 

The company announced maximum values from 

chip samples of 29.5 g/t Au, 52.8 g/t Ag and 2.4% Cu, 

within a range of 1.1 - 29.5 g/t Au, 2.7 - 52.8 g/t Ag 

and 2 - 2.4% Cu. These are the highest recorded at 

the Carmona project. The samples were taken from 

rock and sediment reconnaissance sampling eight 

kilometers west of the main Carmona concession in 

the recently acquired Carmona-Garillas block. Lithium 

Chile owns a portfolio of lithium producing lakes and 

ponds covering more than 71,000 hectares, and five 

prospective gold, silver and copper properties. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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CHILE

ALTIPLANO METALS ANNOUNCES EXPANSION OF ITS FARELLON 
PROJECT TO GREATER DEPTHS

CHILE

MIRASOL PREPARES TO DRILL AT INCA GOLD

The company reported last November that Farellon processed 

over 4,000 tons of material with Cu-Au mineralization containing 

approximately 1.8% Cu. It also announced extending mining at level 

The company reports that the Evaluation Service has approved 

its environmental impact study and that it is preparing to start 

Phase I of its exploration program at the project in the Paleocene 

belt in northern Chile. Exploration will focus on the Sandra target 

389, to reach an intrusive dyke where 1.65% Cu mineralization had 

been found. The expansion of underground mining aims to reach 

the 370 level and open up access to the deposit’s vein system. 

Underground mining at Farellon in the Chilean Fourth Region

Inca Gold maps showing gold and silver mineralization models at the project

in the southern part of the property, which includes an area 

with intermediate sulfidation epithermal veins that the company 

believes is highly prospective for silver, gold and other metals. 

The drilling campaign should begin in mid-February. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Dorado project targets

The company plans to drill 5,000m of high grade 

ore in the Lajitas area of the Dorado project 

on the Maricunga belt in the Third Region. The 

campaign includes 10 drill holes, each to a depth 

of 500m, in order to identify mineralization 

beyond historical resources, to confirm historical 

intersections, to verify their extension to depth 

and to fill in the gaps between previous drill 

holes. Historical drilling at Dorado found 318m 

@ 0.68g/t Au and 261m @0.91g/t Au. Another 

campaign objective is to validate the historical 

data that formed the basis for the original 

project resources and to extract information 

about the structure, lithology, alterations, trace 

elements and density, in order to develop a 

geological model for the deposit, which has 

already reached a preliminary phase. 

The company announced that it had completed Phase 1 exploration 

at the property, which began in October 2020 and was focused on 

the project’s most accessible anomalies. These comprise around 

40 veins in east-west corridors between 600 and 1,200m long and 

CHILE

ANGOLD BEGINS DRILLING AT DORADO PROJECT

COLOMBIA

FÉNIX ORO ANNOUNCES PROGRESS WITH PHASE 1 DRILLING AT 
ABRIAQUÍ

between 300 and 400m wide that had already been mapped. Fénix 

Oro is waiting for the analyses, which were delayed due to end-

of-year breaks at the laboratories involved. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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COLOMBIA

OUTCROP GOLD ANNOUNCES NEW INTERSECTION AT SANTA ANA

ECUADOR

ATICO MINING EXTENDS MINERALIZATION AT LA PLATA

The company announced the results of recent laboratory analysis 

of samples from the El Dorado target at the Santa Ana project in 

northern Tolima, Colombia. Outcrop Gold’s interpretation is that 

drilling confirms that El Dorado contains four relatively close 

The company’s 2020 exploration plan involves drilling the southern 

block of its Volcanogenic Massive Sulfide (VMS) project to study 

the continuity and any potential mineralization extension. 

parallel veins in a mineralized system that remains open in all 

directions. Significant results include 1.2m @ 4.67 g/t Au, 1,127 g/t 

Ag, 0.42% Pb and 0.2% Zn, and 0.87m @ 17.15 g/t Au, 35 g/t Ag, 

0.08% Pb and 0.11% Zn.

Map of targets, drill holes and projections at Santa Ana

Significant results include 13.7m @ 4.49 g/t Au, 35.09 g/t Ag and 

1.1% Cu, including 1.95m @ 6.14 g/t Au, 182.08 g/t Ag and 7.77% Cu. 

Also 10.55m @ 13.19 g/t Au, 76.84 g/t Ag and 5.51% Cu.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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ECUADOR

AURANIA RESOURCES DEFINES NEW TARGET AT CUTUCÚ

ECUADOR

LUMINEX RESOURCES EXPANDS THE PORPHYRY CU-MO ANOMALY 
AT CASCAS AND IDENTIFIES NEW GOLD-BEARING AREA

The company reports that the geophysical survey results from 

the region found a porphyry deposit in the Yawi area at the 

Lost Cities-Cutucú project, adjacent to an area where porphyry 

fragments with copper mineralization were found in a diatreme 

breccia. The model is derived from Aurania’s preliminary field work 

and drilling in the sector, and the characteristics of the Mobile 

The company reported that recent exploration at the project has 

extended the anomaly detected in the ground by more than 7 

km. It has also discovered an outcrop of porphyry copper in the 

northern sector of the property, where sample analysis found 

concentrations of up to 1.1% Cu. Luminex also reported the 

identification of a new gold-bearing area at Kuru with a broad 

Magnetometry and resistivity maps of Yawi, the new target identified by Aurania at Cutucú

MT magnetometry data seem to confirm this. The company says 

that it will continue to explore this new target along with Tsenken 

and Tiria Shimpia, which have already been identified in its 2021 

plan, and that it will continue its exhaustive reconnaissance of 

the project. 

geothermal signature extending for about 3 km, where samples 

have found up to 8.80 g/t Au. Cascas lies in a belt of recent 

copper-molybdenum porphyry finds in southern Ecuador, and is 

located 135 km south-southeast of Warintza, which is owned by 

Solaris Copper.

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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Map of the Valle del Tigre II project in the Cordillera del Cóndor region of Ecuador

ECUADOR

TEMPUS RESOURCES BEGINS SAMPLING PROGRAM AT VALLE DEL 
TIGRE II

GUYANA

GOLDSOURCE ANNOUNCES LATEST EXPLORATION RESULTS AT 
EAGLE MOUNTAIN

The company is conducting an exploration campaign to define 

the characteristics of three areas at the project. The campaign 

extended the Eagle Mountain mineralization in the Baboon area 

by more than 400m to the southeast. The best drilling result in 

the Kilroy area was 54.0m @ 1.72 g/t Au, including 12.0m @ 6.91 

g/t Au. The Minnehaha area hosts the Ann prospect, where the 

best result was 11.5m @ 3.37 g/t Au, including 7.5m @ 5.21 g/t Au.  

The company reports that Valle del Tigre II is a 

grassroots project approximately 2.5km from 

Lundin’s Fruta del Norte project. It is on the 

same fault and has similar geomorphological 

characteristics. During 2020, Tempus completed 

a ZTEM geophysical survey that identified a 

resistive/conductive anomaly that will be the 

primary exploration target at Valle del Tigre II, 

which also coincides with surveys conducted by 

Condor Gold in 2008. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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GUYANA

TAJIRI RESOURCES BEGINS TRENCHING AT EPEIUS

The company announced that it is progressing its exploration 

program that began late last year. It was designed to verify a 

mineralization extension at the neighboring Goldstar project, 

which is owned by Troy Resources. So far, the results produced 

by trenching and RC drilling include 4m @ 24.52g/t Au, 6m @ 10.0 

g/t Au, 3m @ 6.03 g/t Au, 17m @ 2.2 g/t Au, 16m @ 1.7 g/t Au and 

27m @ 1.2 g/t Au. 

Location of Epeius and other mining projects in northern Guyana

https://chilexploregroup.cl
https://www.seequent.com/es/comunidad/eventos/?utm_source=adsseequent01&utm_medium=chileexplorereport
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NICARAGUA

CONDOR GOLD COMPLETES PREPARATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION 
AT THE LA INDIA MINE

Geology at the La India project

The company announced that it has reached the final 

stages of preparing the final engineering design to 

construct the mine. This required 23 geotechnical drill 

holes at the mine site and the tailings plant, which has 

29 test wells. The company installed 24 piezometers to 

monitor groundwater levels and also completed 12 test 

wells at the processing plant. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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PERU

HANNAN METALS ANNOUNCES COPPER-GOLD PORPHYRY 
DISCOVERY

Hannan Metals announced the discovery of new mineralization at 

its Ucayali project in central Peru. Initial exploration focused on 

two areas called Previsto and Belén, and field work at the former 

identified a large-scale hydrothermal system. Flotation samples 

from Previsto found up to 25.6% Cu and 28 g/t Ag, and Hannan 

interprets it as a supergene enrichment area. A second copper-

gold anomaly was identified at Belen in an area with altered 

outcrops and sediments with traces of both metals. 

Map of the Ucayali project

https://chilexploregroup.cl
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PERU

CAMINO ANNOUNCES EXPLORATION RESULTS FROM LOS CHAPITOS

Drill core from Camino containing copper oxides

The company released the results from the last four drill holes 

completed during its 2020 exploration program at this property 

in the Arequipa department in southern Peru. Significant results 

include 55.5m @ 0.72% Cu, including 22.5m @ 1.15% Cu, and 64.5m 

@ 0.6% Cu, including 12m @ 1.05% Cu. The company completed 9 

diamond drill holes totaling 2,358m, and found mineralization in 

8 of them. 

PERU

CHAKANA COPPER ANNOUNCES NEW INTERSECTIONS AT 
HUANCARAMA

The company released the results of recent drilling at the 

Huancarama breccia complex, which forms part of the Soledad 

project in Ancash, Peru. Significant results include 107m @ 0.28 

g/t Au, 33.7 g/t Ag and 0.42% Cu, and 120.4m @ 0.51 g/t Au, 34.6 g/t 

Ag and 0.83% Cu. The company believes that these results confirm 

the reported geometry of the Huancarama area at Soledad, which 

covers an approximate horizontal area of 100 x 50m. 

https://chilexploregroup.cl
https://events.eply.com/geo_101
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Available Explora�on Alliance Area: Montevideo 
Project with poten�al Fe-Cu (Au) 
 

 
 
The Montevideo Project is located in Region I, 30km 
east of Iquique and 12km west of Pozo Almonte, 
adjacent to the La Tirana Mine, which has two 
opera�ng banks along a N80E main fault. The area 
was iden�fied by explora�on in the framework of a 
program with Au interest in sectors of old ac�vi�es. 
In an area of 2km per 1km different samples were 
found with mineraliza�on of Fe oxides (magne�te, 
specularite, etc.), subordinate copper oxides and 
crystalline quartz veins, which have two types of 
mineraliza�on (massive veins and len�cular bodies) 
related to structures with a width that oscillates 
between 0.5 and 2 meters. Approximately 50% of 
the area is covered, but it stands out for the strong 
structural control N80E (trend mineralizer), where it 
is possible to discon�nuously iden�fy the main 
structure over several kilometers. This project has 
geological mapping and geochemical sampling in old 
trenches and recently recognized structures during 
field mapping, has ICP and Au analysis (with values 
ranging between 15 and 30% Fe, between 0.5 and 
2% CuS and as by-product anomalies of Au). All of 
the above within the SQM concessions in the sector 
(greater than 1,000 hectares) 

 
Ricardo Gonzalez Montecinos 
Explora�on and New Metal Business Manager 
ricardo.gonzalez.montecinos@sqm.com  
+56 9 6320 7257 

 
In lithology aspects, the geology of Montevideo is 
characterized by marine sequences represented 
mainly by Upper Jurassic limestone (Fm Santa Rosa) 
and Lower Cretaceous intrusive represented by 
granites, monzonites and granodiorites (Montevideo 
Intrusive Complex). 
 The current model of this project is a vein type system 
with economic interest values of Fe-Cu-Au (IOCG?), 
With favorable covered areas to intercept structures 
with new mineralizing volumes of great geological 
poten�al. Finally, it is important to note that a large 
part of the work was concentrated in mineralized 
areas and with structural evidence, where drilling 
targets have been defined that allow valida�ng 
structural models with great economic poten�al. 
 

This project has easy access, is 8km from the 16-Norte 
highway (Iquique-Ruta 5 Norte) and is approximately 12 
km west of Pozo Almonte. It comprises a total area 
greater than 600 hectares. 
 
 
 
Jose Dias Cifuentes 
New Metal Business Director 
Jose.dias.cifuentes@sqm.com  
+56 9 7465 7359 
 
h�p://www.sqm.com 
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